
 
 

BASIC ROWING TERMINOLOGY 

Like many sports, rowing has a language all its own.  For the novice rower who's told to "way 

enough," or the parent whose teenager comes home talking about "catching a crab during a 

power ten," it's helpful to know some basics.    

THE BOAT (SHELL) 
There are two types of boats or shells used in rowing.  In sweep rowing, each rower uses only one 

oar.  In sculling, the rower uses two oars.  Sweep boats can have two, four, or eight rowers.  

Sculling boats have one, two, or four rowers.  Each boat may or may not include a coxswain, the 

on-board captain who steers the boat and controls the tempo.  

Boats are designated by a number, indicating how many rowers are on board; the letter x to 

indicate a scull, and a symbol (+ or -) to indicate whether there is a coxswain.   

SINGLE (1x)  One rower, no coxswain. 

 

PAIR (2-)  Two rowers with one oar each.  

 

DOUBLE (2x)  Two rowers with two oars, no 

coxswain 

 

FOUR (4+)  Four rowers with one oar each 

with coxswain 

 

QUAD (4x)  Four rowers with two oars each, 

no coxswain 

 

EIGHT (8+)  Eight rowers with one oar each 

with coxswain 

 

Each seat in the boat is numbered from the bow (1) to the stern. 

 



  

The Boat: 
Bow Front of the boat. 

Bowman 
(or Bow) 

The rower in the bow of the boat. When the boat is coxless (i.e. no coxswain), the bowman issues the 

commands and steers the boat.  

Coxswain The person who steers the boat. He/she either sits in the stern or lies in the bow.  The origin of coxswain 

is obscure. But probably developed in the 19
th
 century. A coxswain was originally a servant, or swain, 

whose job was to steer a ship's boat, a cockleboat or cock (from Old French coque).  

Double A shell for two rowers, each holding two oars; i.e., a scull for two rowers. 

Eight A shell for eight rowers. Each rower holds a single oar, known as sweep rowing. An eight can be said to 

be a “sweep for 8 rowers). 

Fin A triangular piece that attaches to the bottom of the boat that helps keep the boat on course.  Also called a 

skeg.  

Foot stretcher The device you strap your feet into.  Foot stretches have evolved to what are now almost always normal 

appearing athletic shoes instead of simple straps for holding the feet. 

Four A shell for 4 rowers, each holding a single oar. 

Gunwale (pronounced "gunnel").  The top edge of the side of the boat.  In older boats, it is often made of wood 

with bolts protruding to hold the rigging. 

Oar lock The device that let the oar pivot on the rigger. 

Pair A sweep for two rowers. 

Port Left side of the boat while looking from stern to bow.  When oars are specially fitted for the port side of 

the boat, they are sometimes color coded red with a red handle or stripe to signify “port side”. 

Quad A shell for 4 rowers, each holding two oars each; i.e., a “scull for 4 rowers.” 

Rigger The metal extensions protruding from the sides of the boat.  At the end of the rigging is an oarlock on 

which the oar pivots, providing leverage. Before rigging was developed, the earliest shells had to be very 

wide in order to separate the oar locks enough for good leverage. The extra width made the boats very 

heavy.  Once rigging was invented, the boat width decreased by several feet. 

Rudder A squarish piece of material attached to the bottom of the boat just behind the fin. The rudder is attached 

to a rudder stem that extends up through the boat. There are cables attached to this rudder stem that the 

coxswain can pull to operate the rudder from side-to-side.  It is the primary steering mechanism of the 

boat. 

Scull A boat in which each rower has two oars. 

Shell Another word for the rowing boat. 

Single A scull for one rower. 

Slide The sliding seat. One of the most important developments in rowing, the sliding seat allows more power 

to be developed.  

Starboard Right side looking from stern to bow (color coded green). 

State room One rower’s space in the boat 

Stern Rear of the boat. 

Stroke The rower in the stern-most seat of the boat.  He/she is also the one who sets the pace for other rowers.  

Sweep A boat in which each rower has one oar. 

The Stroke: 
Catch The beginning of the stroke when the oar is inserted into the water. 

Drive The propelling part of the stroke proceeded by the catch and followed by the finish. 

Finish At the completion of the stroke when the oar is taken out of the water. Also referred to as the release. 

Recovery The return of the oar to prepare for the catch.  It spans the stroke from the finish until the catch. 

Feathering During the recovery, the oar blade is turned horizontally to lessen wind resistance and minimize 

inadvertently catching a wave with the oar. 

Squaring Turning the oar blade vertically just before inserting it into the water for the catch. 

Stroke rate The number of strokes per minute. During a race the stroke rate typically starts at between 34 and 38 

SPM (strokes per minute) and settles in at 26 – 30 SPM for a sprint and 15 – 20 SPM for a head race. 

Rowing Commands: 
Arms Only A term used by the coxswain instructing you to use only your arms in rowing.  Keep your legs extended, 



sit up straight and have no movement in your back.  To row, bend only your elbows. 

Arms and back The same as arms only, but added to it is back bend. 

Back down (or "Back") .  Row backwards. 

Check it Down (or "Eight Check" ).  Same as "Hold water". 

From the catch Get in a position as if you were to start your stroke (compressed forward with knees fully bend, arms 

extended with the oar handle forward and the blade back. 

From the finish Get in a position as if you just finished a stroke with your hands against your lower ribs, legs fully 

extended and your back in a lay-back position.  Often used to initiate a drill. 

Half power Next step up from "paddle".  The next steps are "3/4 power" and then "Full Power".  

Hold water Square the oar in the water (to stop the boat quickly). 

Hands On Command given telling the athletes to go to their stations and grab a hold of the shell 

Let it run Complete the rowing stroke and push the arms and hands out straight with the blades off the water. Hold 

that position while the boat glides.  

No power When applying pressure to the oar, apply only enough to move the oar through the water at the desired 

rate.  There should be a minimum of pressure of the oar against the water.  Often the coxswain will ask 

for 70% power (where the rower will work hard enough to feel somewhat breathless but can still carry on 

a conversation). 

Paddle Row easy with no power on the stroke.  

Power (n) Take (n) strokes at full power. 

Ready all-row The command to start rowing. Should be preceded by "From the finish" or "From the catch" to give the 

rowers a clue from what oar position they should commence rowing.  When not clarified, usually means 

to start with the blade at the finish, squared in the water. 

Weigh enough It means Stop! Both in the water and on land 

Miscellaneous Terms: 
Catch a crab An accident!  This occurs when a blade enters the water at under square position, goes too deep and gets 

stuck at finish. This can sometimes stop the boat and throw the rower out of the boat. 

Erg Short for Ergometer. A land based rowing machine used for training that simulates the oarsman’s action 

in the boat and measures various parameters such as power, length, frequency, 500 m, time, distance etc... 

“Erg” or “ergging” also refers to the act of rowing on the ergometer. Erg times are the standard by which 

rowers are often measured. As a reference point an elite male rower would be expected to have an erg 

time under 6 minutes for 2000 meters.   

Head Race Fall races, typically rowing upriver over a winding course covering several miles 

Heads Up A command usually heard in the boathouse or on the dock. Pay attention as a shell is being moved and 

you are about to be run over. 

Hot Seating When two crews share the same shell during a regatta, sometimes it is necessary for the crews to switch 

at the finish line without taking the boat from the water 

Set Refers to the lateral stability of the shell. When an imaginary line across the port and starboard gunwales 

is horizontal, the shell is set. Set can be affected by rigging, rowing technique, and environmental 

conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



POSITIONS: 
 

Bow 

The person sitting in position 1. In coxless boats, the bowman is responsible for watching for 
obstructions by turning around occasionally. 

In port stroked boats (yes, there are starboard stroked boats) all odd numbered seats are 
starboard and all even numbered seats are port. 

Bow four 

Bowman, 2, 3 and 4 rowing together 

Bow pair 

The bowman and 2 rowing together. 

Stern four 

Stroke, 5,6 and 7 rowing together 

Stern Pair 

Stroke and 7 rowing together 

Stroke 

The person sitting in the 8 position who sets the cadence 

Coxswain (cox) 

Sits in the stern or bow area and directs, commands, and steers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

COX BOX 
 

    
 
 
The Cox Box is mounted in holder located in front of the cox and provides information 
on stroke rates/counts and elapsed times. It also contains the electronics for the 
microhone and speakers system used by the cox to communicate with the rowers. 
Stroke rate is detected by a magnetic pickup located under the stroke (8) seat. When 
under way, the stroke rating (stokes per minute) shows in the top display, and a 
elapsed time, and stroke count appear beneath it. To reset these displays, depress the 
Hold/Zero switch briefly. The coach may say “Three minutes at full pressure, then 
paddle one minute. Repeat this down the course.” The cox should zero the clock, start 
the piece, and take the timing from timer display. The coach may define a piece by 
strokes instead of time by saying “Switch pairs every twenty strokes” The cox zeros the 
displays and then uses Count display to control the pair switching. 
 
_NOTE: 

• The Cox Box operates on a rechargeable battery. At the end of the rowing session 
the Cox Box must be returned to the session manager or a coach for recharging. 
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